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You will need:
• A color printer
• Two Sheets of 8.5” x 11” white cardstock (Heavy Weight Premium Matte Photo Paper recommended)
• A craft knife and a metal ruler (or scissors)
• Paper glue
• Bone folder or other hard, pointed object for scoring fold lines (optional)

Print the two dice models pages onto standard (8.5” x 11”) white cardstock. Print each page at full size on best quality
setting for the type of paper you are using. For sturdy dice use up to 110lb weight cardstock. You may have to use
thinner cardstock depending on your printer’s capabilities.

To make folding the dice easier, you may want to score the models prior to cutting them out. This step is optional but
results in a much nicer product. Scorring means dragging some kind of hard, pointed object along the cardstock where
you plan on folding it. Some good scoring tools include bone folders, the back edge of a butter knife, or a ball point pen
that has run dry. Using a ruler and your scoring tool, scoreall the fold lines between tha faces of the dice and the tabs.
Be careful not to cut into the cardstock when scoring. When done properly, scoring creates a straight edge indentation
along the fold line resulting in a clean, sharp fold every time.

Cut out each model die using your craft knife and metal ruler or scissors. Fold up the die into a cube and apply a small
amount of glue to the tabls, tucking them into the model and gluing them into place as you go. Take your time during
this step, as the better you assemble your dice, the better they will look.

Once all the dice are assembled and dry, you’re ready to use them!
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Dice Stickers
Instructions:
You will need:
• A color printer
• One sheet of self-adhesive label paper (8.5” x 11”)
• 10 six-sided dice (16mm)
• A craft knife and metal ruler (or scissors)

Print this page onto a standard sheet (8.5” x 11”) of
self adhesive label paper. Print the page at full size,
as it is already designed to print the perfect size labels
for 16mm dice. Make sure to use a full-sheet label
and not one that is pre-cut. For best results, use glossy
label paper and print using a high-quality setting.

Using a craft knife and metal Ruler, align the edge of
your ruler with the blue guides lines. Carefully cut
along the line slightly beyond the entire printed image.

Try to cut through the label paper only and not the
backing paper. This requires very little pressure
depending on the sharpness of your knife. It’s best
to practice on a blank part of the page until you get
the hang of it. Cutting through just the top layer
makes peeling the labels and applying them much
easier. You can use scissors and cut each label out
individually, but it takes longer and it’s much more
difficult to separate the labels from the backing paper.

Carefully apply the labels to your dice. Make sure
you put the correct labels on each die.

Each horizontal row of stickers is for one die. Rows are
labeled on the right and left end for each die.

Once all the dice have their labels, you’re ready to go!
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